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Twisting the Mundane to the
Fantastical in Manga-Inspired
Comics:
Experiences of a Swedish artist
Introduction
When Japanese comics – manga – entered the Swedish comics market,
they quickly found an audience among predominantly youths who, up
until that point, had no relation to comics. Even so, they were viewed
from a different cultural angle than in Japan, its country of origin. This
would become even more apparent as Swedish comics artists inspired by
manga began to spread their work. But how do we view manga, in light
of the comics releases that predated the Japanese titles? And is there a
way to decipher what makes manga intriguing without relying on making
derivative versions of existing work? This article presents observations
from the perspective of a Swedish comics artist who has also been an
enthusiastic reader.
The substance of manga: Magic realism and characters
What makes manga exciting? During the 1990s, there was one thing I
believed I knew about comics: you were not to mix humor into serious
action stories and vice versa. The stories in adventure-focused comics
magazine The Phantom played out as deadpan serious, while the lightheartedness of Asterix and Gaston was something else entirely, placing
comics into a rather square box.
For the longest time, Swedish comics aimed at youths were primarily
published in a tradition reminiscent of the American and European markets, including the way to categorize stories into genres. This is because
we have predominantly imported comics from these countries. So, unsurprisingly, these influences seeped into Sweden’s native comics industry.
Comics, by and large, were stories for boys, and they were either distributed in the form of comic book floppies with self-contained stories, or
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sold as flimsy (but large) glue-bound paperback comics albums. There
were also the occasional Donald Duck comics, which always ended right
back at the beginning with nothing ever changing. Reading such comics
was safe, and it wasn’t very interesting. KP (Kamratposten – loosely
translated, ”The Buddy Press”) was a notable exception, shining strongly
with a myriad of female creators, as the collections of the magazine, available at numerous libraries, evince.
One of the main reasons that manga stood out as something special,
especially in regard to people who hadn’t read any comics up until that
point, was because it broke this mold. The story structure, the handling
of characters, the worldbuilding and many other aspects were brand new.
In short, manga broadened and redefined what a visual narrative could
be. Not only did the visuals set it apart from its Western counterparts,
manga had its own set of storytelling rules as well as technical layout
solutions that made the flow of the story read differently. The same
character could appear in wildly different styles, depending on what the
tone of the scene was, and this in turn made it easier for the reader to
connect to the characters and their different moods. Not to mention the
fact that it was perfectly fine to mix seriousness and humor within the
panels of the same comic.
Manga narratives tend to have evolving story arcs moving at a comparatively slower pace, and spanning over many chapters (which, in turn,
amounts to many volumes), while the focus rests heavily on the characters and their inner journey rather than the actual plot. Readers easily feel
that they have a connection to the creator due to the fact that the creator
is ever-present in the margins of the comic, in the extra material and
often as the sole name credited on the cover of the book edition (tankōbon), as opposed to American comics factories churning out superhero or
Disney floppies, where the creators could be perceived as anonymous).
Even more surprising for Swedish (and other Western) readers was the
fact that in Japan readers essentially have the power to vote certain titles
out of circulation, or have them go on forever. This particular trait,
which pertains to the initial manga publication format of serialization in a
magazine, has not really been an issue for Western readers as the edited
and processed tankōbon volumes are all they have ever known. But one of
Sweden’s largest publishing houses actually decided to take their chance
on the magazine format.
As manga grew in popularity in Sweden, so did the hopes and dreams
of those aspiring to one day become an artist themselves. Against this
backdrop, Bonnier Carlsen put out three separate manga magazines (ran-
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ging from bi-weekly to bi-monthly), one of which would occasionally run
an original piece, and there was also a popular contest called Mangatalangen (“the manga talent”), reminiscent of Tokyopop’s “Rising Stars of
Manga,” that ran for two consecutive years (2006, 2007) with the explicit
goal to groom future Swedish manga artists. Aiming for a career as a
full-fledged manga artist suddenly didn’t seem like too much of a stretch
anymore.
The exoticizing gaze
This is where the first potential problem arises: because the aspiring
future manga artists also happen to belong to a subcultural group known
as manga fans, their fascination with the Japanese comics medium is
often neatly mixed up with a general fascination for everything Japanese.
Cultural signifiers are directly adopted to the Western creator’s narrative,
and what started out as a mundane, everyday scene when read through
the eyes of a Japanese audience, was instead experienced as part of something magical and mystical when read through Western eyes; an idealized
image of everyday life that resembles one’s own, but in an exoticized and
otherized manner. Nostalgia for a borrowed past never experienced firsthand.
One way to get around this problem is definitely to borrow the “Japanese” gaze and sentience, and apply it to the author’s own experiences
and cultural environment (fig. 1, 2, 3 after Conclusion). The main plot, or
the setting of the story, is often at risk of becoming a generic version of
something like a Japanese template. This does not necessarily pose a
problem; for example, a manga-inspired princess adventure by a Western
author could very well turn into something interesting, nor is it reliant on
a Japanese setting to work. However, what many would agree makes a
story intriguing is when the characters and their world work together like
clockwork. In other words, what happens to the characters within the
context of their world should have an impact on them. If the inspiration
for the story comes solely from Japanese media instead of what you see
around you, one may easily miss the human aspect of the story, and in
turn, the very thing the reader generally wants to connect to.
To be clear, inspiration by manga can mean a lot of things (fig. 4). For
example, one may aspire to create comics that closely mimic what is
perceived by a general public as Japanese manga, including its storytelling
and art techniques. It may also refer to a creator who cherry-picks certain
aspects that they find useful, leaving out other parts that do not appeal to
their sense as a storyteller and an artist. In some cases, the creator may
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not even refer to their influences as strictly coming from manga at all.
Applying a sense of magic to the mundane
In my own comic, Medley (fig. 5, 6) (Kolik Publishing, 2013) I based the
main conflict of the narrative on the New Wave vs. Metalhead debacle of
the Swedish 1980s, eagerly cheered on by music magazine Okej, which
also claimed to have sparked the conflict (fig. 7). Everything else
– nations divided according to musical heritage, music as a deadly force
controlled by trained musicians, and a mystical place (aptly named Medley) where all music shall come together – were constructed based on
something I viewed as a (slightly warped) historical event. To be fair, the
existence of New Wave fans was hardly confined to Sweden’s music
scene – as a case in point, gag manga magazine 8 Beat Gag which featured
– among others – The Cure singer Robert Smith on the cover (fig. 8).
What was decidedly more Swedish – as I came to realize as work on
Medley continued – was the conflict between rock music and synthesizer
music (fig. 9, 10, 11). The very foundation I had based the comic on, was,
in a way, an untranslatable inside joke, incomprehensible to an outside
audience and not at all as universal as I had assumed. Even so, I wrote it
off as one of those “cultural differences” that would just have to be allowed to exist. The main story of my adventure comic, Medley, takes its
departure from the fact that once upon a time, two music factions were
at each other’s throats, and then depicts how we all have to cope with
the aftermath of that very war.
Since plenty of pop-cultural media – among others, dystopian 80s
pulp movies – have taught us that the world would (and probably did)
end in the 1980s, the only reasonable premise remaining was a post-apocalyptic adventure story about a youngster who is half New Wavedescendant, half popper, carrying an enormous synthesizer for beating
people up with. That’s basically me sprinkling some mundane everyday
magic over the VHS tapes of my childhood.
I self-published Medley as a fanzine as well as a small press publication (with store distribution) before the comic started running as a serial
story in epic comics magazine Utopi. From its very beginning the comic
was divided into chapters with a pacing reminiscent of shōnen (boys’)
manga, which worked well for the magazine format and also beared
resemblance to the Japanese publication method (although without the
reader interaction and fan surveys).
After the first story arc’s conclusion in the magazine, the first book
volume was released by publishing house Kolik, and its sequel is under
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way (although the second volume is not based on magazine serialization).
There is no getting around the fact that the comic is inspired by manga
and shares many aesthetic aspects and storytelling techniques that I
happen to be fond of. At the same time, the plot is based on a rather
narrow cultural phenomenon that essentially can be viewed as a Swedish
inside joke (made broad by the inclusion of music as genres, but still).
Upon creating a couple of side stories taking place in the world of
Medley, I decided to switch things up slightly and create full-color
comics, one of which was printed as a comic book floppy and given out
for free at Stockholm International Comics Festival in 2014.
Interestingly, printed as a self-contained story in full-color, this floppy
felt decidedly “American” to many readers because of the comic book
format, the slimmed page count, the increased panels-per-page ratio, and
the fact that the side story was a one-shot as opposed to being part of a
longer serial narrative. This made me realize the existence of a breakingoff point where the perceived manga inspiration is eclipsed by other
factors, whether aesthetic choices or publication method.
The way forward for artists, I believe, is not to worry too much about
labels, and simply to create their stories. Nothing exists in a vacuum, and
even if I don’t normally call my comics “manga”, the term itself is not
without merits, and I do not take offense either when people use it in
reference to my work. Sometimes it’s a useful way for libraries to define a
certain set of characteristics, some of which weren’t present at all in
youth’s comics before the manga boom.
Conclusion
A comic’s characteristics (such as drawing style, narrative plot and pacing
as well as publication format) may be influenced by several factors, including, but not limited to, the environment in which the work is conceived, the original method of publication, its circulation, the type of market and trends. The actual reasons why readers are drawn to manga (no
matter of its Japanese or non-Japanese origin) are as many as there are
readers, but unquestionably manga are expected to provide a fresh, differrent and exciting reading experience, whether leaning on specific
storytelling techniques or the depiction of everyday details.
Younger readers in Sweden, however, might have never experienced
original translated Japanese manga, after most publishing houses promptly ceased publishing manga more or less overnight, in 2009. Due to
expensive licensing deals and declining sales (and probably also a thriving
piracy scene online), manga weren’t a hot commodity anymore, despite
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there being an interest for it. For the young readers who missed the manga boom entirely, stylistic choices associated with manga like mine are
neatly mixed into their daily dose of popular culture. In fact, animators
and comics artists have been incorporating manga influences in their
widely spread work for a significant number of years. Many were exposed to manga when they grew up as manga turned from being a fringe
interest to a “commercial brand” of sorts during the late 1990s and early
2000s. Now that manga has been normalized as an integral part of pop
culture, we should be able to separate aesthetics from storytelling, tropes
and characterization, or juxtaposing an exotic interest in “Japan” with
narrative worldbuilding. Instead, we can enjoy manga, while at the same
time evolving it and incorporating it into our own storytelling.

Figure 1. Clip from Sayonara September by Åsa Ekström. With kind permission by the
artist.
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Figure 2. Clip from Kick Off! Vol. 2 by Yokaj Studio. With kind permission by the
artist.

Figure 3. Rocker kids starring at the “Synther.” From Lisa Medin Medley, vol. 1.
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Figure 4. From Zoltan Kacsuk, 2018, “Re-Examining the ‘What is Manga’ Problematic:
The Tension and Interrelationship between the ‘Style’ Versus ‘Made in Japan’ Positions,”
Arts 7(3), 26: 5.
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Figure 5. Lisa Medin Medley.

Figure 6. Lisa Medin Medley.
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Figure 7. The “New Wave” vs. metal” war in music magazine Okej.

Figure 8. Cover of 1980s magazine 8 Beat Gag, featuring Robert Smith of The Cure.
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Figure 9. Lisa Medin Medley.

Figure 10. Lisa Medin Medley.
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Figure 11. Lisa Medin Medley.
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